How is Campus Connect changing?
Campus Connect is being upgraded to offer students a more mobile friendly experience that will dynamically adjust to mobile devices and tablets, as well as a traditional PC.

What does the new Campus Connect look like?
The new Student Homepage includes a set of tiles that contain all of the essential functions for students within Campus Connect. At the top of the page, the header bar contains a home button, search, notifications, actions, and navbar for quick and easy navigation.
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When viewing Campus Connect on a mobile device, you will see a condensed menu version with the navigation tiles adjusting to the specific device’s screen. Simply touch the desired tile to view the additional items contained within each tile.

What else do students need to know?
We expect that the new Campus Connect will be a simple transition for students and lead to an easier navigation experience. While some tasks will have a new mobile format, others will remain very similar to what you are used to seeing already. Over time, more tasks will become completely mobile friendly.

If you have questions, please email us at CampusConnectUpgrade@depaul.edu.